
Glass wool
Pre Insulated Duct (PID)  CLIMAVER

CLIMAVER Plus R®
CLIMAVER Plus R® is Glass wool based pre-insulation duct system for air-conditioning,
ventilation and heating systems. It meets and exceeds the international standards for
Glass wool based pre-insulated duct system

Calculation tool

ClimCalC Dimension: the Duct Dimension Calculation Software
ISOVER has developed this useful calculation tool to give you guidance on how to make the best of
our CLIMAVER® Ducts range.

ClimCalC Acoustic v 2.0: the acoustic calculation software for HVAC installations
This acoustic calculation software will help you modelise the acoustic behaviour in an HVAC
installation in a simple and efficient way. 

TechCalc 2.0: the advanced thermal calculation tool for industrial planners, specifiers and
insulation contractors
TechCalc 2.0 enables you to design installations with best economic and environmental fit by
calculating for example operational costs, CO2-savings, amortisation of insulation work and
economic thickness calculations.

Product datasheet

https://www.kimmco-isover.com/node/1496
https://www.isover-technical-insulation.com/climcalc-dimension
https://www.isover-technical-insulation.com/climcalc-acoustic-v-20
https://www.isover-technical-insulation.com/techcalc-20-thermal-calculation-software


Marketing description

CLIMAVER Plus R®  is Glass wool based pre-insulation duct system that is safe and reliable thus
making it as one of the best choice for energy saving & higher productivity for all projects and
especially for Green building projects.

CLIMAVER®  solution is the easy-to install air duct alternative that provides high levels of noise
control, thermal insulation, air tightness and UL fire rated. 

Do you want to optimise your projects by offering your customers the most efficient
solutions for their ventilation and air conditioning systems?

CHOOSE CLIMAVER®, YOUR ALL-INCLUSIVE DUCT SYSTEM Made from dense and rigid glass wool
boards,

CLIMAVER® self-supporting air ducts are a cost-effective, easy-to-install alternative to traditional
insulated metal ducts: A unique product to replace metal ducts, providing state-of-the-art
insulation and comfort.

Increase the energy efficiency of buildings by offering best in class duct systems
Reduce installation, operating and maintenance costs
Provide the right amount of fresh air and ensure thermal and acoustic comfort for the
occupants

Packaging

Name Thml resistance Packaging (Board) Thickness (mm) Width (m) Lenght (m)

CLIMAVER Plus R® 0.71 7 25 1.19 2.95
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